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6 intestine or  gut (n) a long tube in our body that forms part of the digestive system 腸
6 fart (v) to release gas through your bottom 放屁
6 chihuahua (n) a very small dog with round eyes 芝娃娃狗
7 conductor (n) a substance that allows electricity to go through it 導電體

8
wind back the clock 
(idiom)

to go back in time 時光倒流

8 civilisation (n) a high state of culture and technology 文明
9 fortified (adj) made stronger 加固的
10 seafarer (n) a sailor 船員
10 found (v) to set up 建立
10 vital (adj) extremely important 必不可少的
10 pottery (n) objects made out of clay 陶器
10 pit (v) to set into opposition 使競爭
10 ally (n) someone who helps and supports you 盟友
11 loot (v) to rob on a large scale and usually by violence 掠奪
11 convoy (n) a group of ships that travel together 艦隊
11 spike (n) a narrow, sharp point 尖刺
12 vendor (n) someone who sells goods 小販
12 artisan (n) a skilled worker 工匠
12 line (v) to form a line 排列成行
12 fishmonger (n) someone who sells fish 魚販
13 furnish (v) to provide with furniture 陳設
13 receive (v) to see and greet 接見
13 staple (adj) basic or main 基本的
14 tragedy (n) a sad story 悲劇
14 analyse (v) to study something carefully to fully understand it 分析
14 precise (adj) exact and accurate 精準的
15 standstill (n) an interruption of normal activity 停頓
16 immortal (adj) living for ever 不死的
16 dashingly (adv) in a highly fashionable manner 時尚地
16 lyre (n) a harp used by ancient Greeks 里拉琴
16 spiteful (adj) wanting to annoy or hurt another person 惡意的
16 underworld (n) a place where the spirits of the dead are thought to go陰間
17 sceptre  (n) a decorated stick that is used by a queen or king 權杖
17 hearth (n) an area near a fireplace 爐邊
17 fertility (n) the ability to produce young 繁殖能力
17 forge (n) the place where blacksmiths make metal goods 鐵匠工場
18 enigmatic (adj) unclear and hard to understand 神秘的
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18 interpret (v) to give a meaning 詮釋

18 acoustics (n)
the properties of a room that determine how well sound can be heard in it 
傳聲效果

20 archaeologist (n) an expert in the study of the ancient past 考古學家
21 moor (v) to tie a boat so that it will not move away 繫泊
23 whereabouts (n) the place where a person or thing is 所在之處
24 disintegrate (v) to break into small parts 分裂

26 grotto (n) a small cave 洞穴
27 seize (v) to take hold of 把握
28 unleash (v) to let loose 釋放
28 bewitch (v) to cast a spell over someone 使著魔
28 hover (v) to stay in one place in the air 盤旋
29 safe and sound (idiom) free from danger or injury 平安無事
29 streak (v) to move quickly in a straight line 快速移動
29 mock (v) to make fun of someone by copying their behaviour 嘲弄
31 ruse (n) a deceptive trick 詭計

32 manatee (n) a large sea mammal with thick skin and a flat rounded tail 海牛

34 rummage (v)
to move things around in a careless way while searching for something 
亂翻

35 topsy-turvy (adj) disorderly 顛三倒四的
35 exert oneself (phr) to make an effort to do something 努力
35 river mouth (n) the wide part of a river where it nears the sea 河口
37 caress (v) to touch lightly in a loving manner 撫摸
38 navel (n) the scar where the umbilical cord was attached 肚臍
38 umbilical cord (n) a tube that connects an unborn baby to its mother 臍帶
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